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ABSTRACT
The embodiments of the present disclosure disclose technical solutions for a method and apparatus for personal-network merging and splitting, wherein the method for personal-network merging includes that: a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway or a particular event triggers a personal-network merging; a new personal network gateway is selected for a merged personal network; a personal network device is enrolled in the merged personal network; and the merged personal network is registered on a personal network server. The method for personal-network splitting includes that: a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway or a particular event triggers a personal-network splitting; a new personal network gateway is selected for a personal network after the splitting; personal network devices are enrolled in personal networks after the splitting respectively; and the personal networks after the splitting are registered on a personal network server. With the method and apparatus of the present disclosure, the problem of personal area network (PN) merging and splitting and in particular merging and splitting of multiple personal networks in a PN can be solved effectively when there are a large number of PNs.
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1. Initiating or triggering personal-network splitting
2. Selecting a new gateway
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERSONAL-NETWORK MERGING AND SPLITTING

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to network merging and splitting techniques, and in particular to a method and apparatus for personal-network merging and splitting.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of science and techniques, people possess more and more personal devices, such as a mobile phone, a laptop, a PDA, an MP3, an MP4 and so on, with increasing capabilities; and most of the devices are capable of short-range communication; therefore there is an increasing desire for these devices around people to be connected together into a personal area network (PN) to share a resource and a capability of each other.

[0003] FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of networking among various devices in a PN including personal network devices, personal network gateways, and a personal network server, a networking relationship thereamong being that: a personal network 1 consists of a personal network gateway 1, a personal network device 1 and a personal network device 2; a personal network 2 consists of a personal network gateway 2, the personal network device 2 and a personal network device 3; a personal network 3 consists of a personal network gateway 3, the personal network device 3 and a personal network device 4; a personal network 4 consists of a personal network gateway 4, a personal network device 5, a personal network device 6, a personal network device 7 and a personal network device 8. Each personal network is connected to the personal network server through the personal network gateway of the personal network; and in FIG. 1, the personal network device 2 belongs to both the personal network 1 and the personal network 2, and the personal network device 3 belongs to both the personal network 2 and the personal network 3.

[0004] However, as such PNs continue to increase in number, how to manage these PNs effectively, and in particular, how to merge and split multiple personal networks in a PN, has become an imperative problem. There is no effective solution yet regarding the problem of merging and splitting of multiple personal networks at present.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of the above, the main purpose of the embodiments in the present disclosure is to provide a method and apparatus for personal-network merging and splitting capable of effectively solving the problem of personal area network (PN) merging and splitting and in particular merging and splitting of multiple personal networks in a PN when there are a large number of PNs.

[0006] To achieve the above purpose, a technical solution of the embodiments in the present disclosure is implemented as follows.

[0007] A method for personal-network merging includes:

[0008] triggering a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;

[0009] selecting a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging;

[0010] enrolling a personal network device in the merged personal network; and

[0011] registering the merged personal network on a personal network server.

[0012] The method may further include: after the triggering a personal-network merging,

[0013] sending, by a personal network gateway or a personal network device in a personal network that is triggered to initiate the merging, a personal-network-merging request to a respective personal network gateway of another personal network to invite the another personal network to merge; returning, by the respective personal network gateway that receives the personal-network-merging request, to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the invitation a response indicating whether the another personal network agrees to merge, wherein

[0014] when the triggering a personal-network merging is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each device to be involved in the merging agrees to merge.

[0015] The selecting a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging may be: selecting the new personal network gateway for the merged personal network from personal network gateways of the two or more personal networks before the merging.

[0016] The enrolling a personal network device in the merged personal network may include:

[0017] when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device belong to the same personal network before the merging, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device already belongs to the merged personal network and is spared from being re-enrolled in the merged personal network; and

[0018] when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device don’t belong to the same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the merging a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0019] The registering the merged personal network on a personal network server may include:

[0020] registering, by the new personal network gateway after the merging, the merged personal network on the personal network server; and storing, by the personal network server, information on the merged personal network.

[0021] An apparatus for personal-network merging located in a personal network gateway includes a merging triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, and a post-merging enrolling unit, wherein

[0022] the merging triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;

[0023] the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging; and

[0024] the post-merging enrolling unit is configured to enroll a personal network device in the merged personal network.
[0025] The apparatus may further include a merging responding unit configured to, when the personal-network merging is triggered, cause a personal network gateway or a personal network device in a personal network that is triggered to initiate the merging to send a personal-network-merging request to a respective personal network gateway of another personal network to invite the another personal network to merge, and cause the respective personal network gateway that receives the personal-network-merging request to return to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the invitation a response indicating whether the another personal network agrees to merge, wherein

[0027] when the triggering of the personal-network merging is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each device to be involved in the merging agrees to merge.

[0028] An apparatus for personal-network merging located in a personal network server includes a merging triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, a post-merging enrolling unit, and a first registering unit, wherein

[0029] the merging triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;

[0030] the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging;

[0031] the post-merging enrolling unit is configured to enroll a personal network device in the merged personal network; and

[0032] the first registering unit is configured to register the merged personal network on the personal network server.

[0033] A method for personal-network splitting includes:

[0034] triggering a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;

[0035] selecting a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting;

[0036] enrolling personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively; and

[0037] registering the personal networks after the splitting on a personal network server.

[0038] The method may further include: after the triggering a personal-network splitting,

[0039] sending, by the personal network gateway or a personal network device in the personal network that is triggered to initiate the splitting, a personal network splitting request to another respective selected personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting; returning, by the another respective selected personal network gateway that receives the personal network splitting request, to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the splitting request a response indicating whether to agree to split, wherein

[0040] when the triggering a personal-network splitting is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each device to be involved in the splitting agrees to split.

[0041] The enrolling personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively may include:

[0042] when a personal network device to be enrolled in a personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting belong to a same personal network before the splitting, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device already belongs to the personal network after the splitting and is spared from being re-enrolled in the personal network after the splitting; and

[0043] when a personal network device to be enrolled in a personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting don’t belong to a same personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the splitting a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.

[0044] The registering the personal networks after the splitting on a personal network server may include:

[0045] registering, by a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, the personal network after the splitting on the personal network server; and storing, by the personal network server, information on the personal network after the splitting.

[0046] An apparatus for personal-network splitting located in a personal network gateway includes a splitting triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, and a post-splitting enrolling unit, wherein

[0047] the splitting triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;

[0048] the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting, including selecting the new personal network gateway after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting;

[0049] the post-splitting enrolling unit is configured to enroll personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively.

[0050] The apparatus may further include a splitting responding unit configured to, when the personal-network splitting is triggered, cause the personal network gateway or a personal network device in the personal network that is triggered to initiate the splitting to send a personal network splitting request to another respective selected personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, and cause the another respective selected personal network gateway that receives the personal network splitting request to return to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the splitting request a response indicating whether to agree to split, wherein when the triggering of the personal-network splitting is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each device to be involved in the splitting agrees to split.

[0051] An apparatus for personal-network splitting located in a personal network server includes a splitting triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, a post-splitting enrolling unit, and a second registering unit, wherein

[0052] the splitting triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;

[0053] the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting, including selecting the new personal network gateway after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting;
[0054] the post-splitting enrolling unit is configured to enroll personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively; and

[0055] the second registering unit is configured to register the personal networks after the splitting on the personal network server.

[0056] The merging solution in the embodiments of the present disclosure mainly includes that: a personal-network merging is triggered by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event; a new personal network gateway is selected for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging; a personal network device is enrolled in the merged personal network; and the merged personal network is registered on a personal network server. The splitting solution in the embodiments of the present disclosure mainly includes that: a personal-network splitting is triggered by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event; a new personal network gateway is selected for a personal network after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting; and personal network devices are enrolled in personal networks after the splitting, respectively. With the embodiments of the present disclosure, the problem of merging and splitting of multiple personal networks is solved effectively.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0057] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of networking among various devices in a PN in an existing technique;

[0058] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of the basic principle of a method for personal-network merging of an embodiment in the present disclosure;

[0059] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of the basic principle of a method for personal-network splitting of an embodiment in the present disclosure;

[0060] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of the networking of an embodiment 1 in the present disclosure;

[0061] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of the networking of an embodiment 2 in the present disclosure; and

[0062] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of the networking of an embodiment 3 in the present disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0063] According to various embodiments of the present disclosure, a merging solution mainly includes that: a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event triggers a personal-network merging; a new personal network gateway is selected for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging; a personal network device is enrolled in the merged personal network; and the merged personal network is registered on a personal network server; and a splitting solution mainly includes that: a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event triggers a personal-network splitting; a new personal network gateway is selected for a personal network after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting; and personal network devices are enrolled in personal networks after the splitting, respectively.

[0064] The implementation of the technical solutions will be further elaborated below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0065] A method for personal-network merging, a flow of the basic principle of which being as shown in FIG. 2, mainly includes the following steps:

[0066] Step 101, a personal-network merging may be initiated or triggered by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a certain particular event. In the case of the merging, the “particular event” includes that the user enters a particular area, for example, a house, a car, a hotel and so on, which will not be elaborated here.

[0067] Here, the merging may be merging of two personal networks into one new personal network, or merging of multiple personal networks into one new personal network. A personal network gateway or a personal network device in a personal network that is triggered to initiate the merging sends a personal-network-merging request to a respective personal network gateway of another personal network to invite the another personal network to merge; the respective personal network gateway that receives the personal-network-merging request returns to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the invitation a response indicating whether the another personal network agrees to merge. When the merging is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each of the members agrees to merge. Here, the members refer to all devices in the two or more personal networks to be merged.

[0068] Step 102, a new personal network gateway is selected for a merged personal network.

[0069] Here, selecting the new personal network gateway for the merged personal network mainly includes that:

[0070] A1, first, the new personal network gateway of the merged personal network may be selected from personal network gateways of the two or more personal networks before the merging, or from all members of the two or more personal networks before the merging. Selection from all the members means selection of the new personal network gateway from both the personal network gateways and personal network devices.

[0071] B1, secondarily, the new personal network gateway of the merged personal network may be selected by the user, the server, the service, or another third party (such as a CP or an SP).

[0072] C1, next, there may be multiple standards for selecting the new personal network gateway of the merged personal network, for example, selecting randomly, selecting according to a device capability, selecting according to a service type and so on. Here, regarding the device capability, both the personal network device and the personal network gateway are logical entities, which may exist in a specific physical device (such as a mobile phone), therefore the device capability mentioned herein refers to a capability of a physical device in which such a logical entity is located, which will be not elaborated here.

[0073] Step 103, a personal device is enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0074] Here, enrolling the personal device in the merged personal network mainly includes that:

[0075] A2, when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device belong to a same personal network before the merging, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the
same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device already belongs to the merged personal network and is spared from being re-enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0077] Here, there are two cases when the personal network device sends the new personal network gateway after the merging a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network: in the first case, if there is an established link between the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device, then the personal network device requests to be enrolled in the merged personal network directly; in the second case, if no link is established between the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device, then a link needs to be established between the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device before the personal network device requests to be enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0078] C2, if a personal network gateway of a personal network before the merging is selected as the new personal network gateway of the merged personal network, then the personal network gateway before the merging may continue to exist as the personal network gateway after the merging; otherwise the personal network gateway before the merging may be enrolled in the merged personal network as a personal network device (in which case the personal network gateway before the merging is required to switch to a personal network device mode), or leave the merged personal network directly.

[0079] Step 104, the merged personal network is registered on a personal network server.

[0080] Here, registering the merged personal network on the personal network server mainly includes that: the new personal network gateway after the merging registers the merged personal network on the personal network server; and the personal network server stores information on the merged personal network.

[0081] With an apparatus for personal-network merging, one solution is that the apparatus is located in a personal network gateway, the other is that the apparatus is located in a personal network server; both solutions are described below, respectively.

[0082] An apparatus for personal-network merging is located in a personal network gateway, the apparatus including a merging triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, a post-merging enrolling unit. Wherein, the merging triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event. The gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging. The post-merging enrolling unit is configured to enroll a personal network device in the merged personal network.

[0083] Here, the apparatus also includes a merging responding unit configured to, when the personal-network merging is triggered, cause a personal network gateway or a personal network device in a personal network that is triggered to initiate the merging to send a personal-network-merging request to a respective personal network gateway of another personal network to invite the another personal network to merge, and cause the respective personal network gateway that receives the personal-network-merging request to return to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the invitation a response indicating whether the another personal network agrees to merge, wherein when the triggering of the personal-network merging is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each device to be involved in the merging agrees to merge.

[0084] Here, the post-merging enrolling unit is also configured as such: when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device belong to a same personal network before the merging, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device already belongs to the merged personal network and is spared from being re-enrolled in the merged personal network; when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device don’t belong to a same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the merging a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0085] An apparatus for personal-network merging is located in a personal network server, the apparatus including a merging triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, a post-merging enrolling unit, and a first registering unit. Wherein, the merging triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event. The gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging. The post-merging enrolling unit is configured to enroll a personal network device in the merged personal network. The first registering unit is configured to register the merged personal network on the personal network server.

[0086] A method for personal-network splitting, a flow of the basic principle of which being as shown in FIG. 3, mainly includes the following steps:

[0087] Step 201, a personal-network splitting may be initiated or triggered by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a certain particular event. In the case of the splitting, the “particular event” includes that the user leaves a particular area, for example, a house, a car, a hotel and so on, which will not be elaborated here.

[0088] Here, the splitting may be splitting of one personal network into two new personal networks, or splitting of one personal network into multiple new personal networks. The personal network gateway or a personal network device in the personal network that is triggered to initiate the splitting sends a personal network splitting request to another respective selected personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting; the another respective selected personal network gateway that receives the personal network splitting request returns to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the splitting request a response indicating whether to agree to split. When the splitting is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each of the members agrees to split. Here, the members refer to all devices in one personal network to be split.
[0089] Step 202, a new personal network gateway is selected for each personal network after the splitting.  

[0090] Here, selecting the new personal network gateway for each personal network after the splitting mainly includes that:  

[0091] A3, first, a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting may be selected from all members of the personal network before the splitting, in other words, a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting may be selected from both the personal network gateway before the splitting and personal network devices before the splitting.  

[0092] B3, secondly, a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting may be selected by the user, the server, the service, or another third party.  

[0093] C3, next, there may be multiple standards for selecting a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, for example, selecting randomly, selecting according to a device capability, selecting according to a service type and so on.  

[0094] D3, if a device (a personal network gateway or a personal network device) selected as a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, is currently not in a personal network gateway state, then the device selected as a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting is required to switch to a personal network gateway mode.  

[0095] Step 203, personal network devices are enrolled in personal networks after the splitting, respectively.  

[0096] Here, enrolling a personal devices in a personal network after the splitting mainly includes that:  

[0097] A4, when the personal network device to be enrolled in the personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting belong to the same personal network before the splitting, and the new personal network gateway after the splitting is also the personal network gateway of the personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device already belongs to the personal network after the splitting and is spared from being re-enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.  

[0098] B4, when the personal network device to be enrolled in the personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting don’t belong to a same personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the splitting a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.  

[0099] Here, there are two cases when a personal network device sends a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting: in the first case, if there is an established link between the personal network device and the new personal network gateway after the splitting, then the personal network device requests to be enrolled in the personal network after the splitting directly; in the second case, if no link is established between the personal network device and the new personal network gateway after the splitting, then a link needs to be established between the personal network device and the new personal network gateway after the splitting before the personal network device requests to be enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.  

[0100] Step 204, the personal networks after the splitting are registered on a personal network server.  

[0101] Here, registering each of the personal networks after the splitting on the personal network server mainly includes that: a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting registers the personal network after the splitting on the personal network server; and the personal network server stores information on the personal network after the splitting.  

[0102] It should be noted that for either merging or splitting, a state before the personal-network merging or splitting may be remembered so that the previous state may be referenced at the time of a next merging or splitting. The state may be stored on the personal network server or a personal network gateway. The state includes a device currently included in a personal network as well as a current state (for example, on-line, off-line, or busy state, and a service in use) of such a device.  

[0103] With an apparatus for personal-network splitting, one solution is that the apparatus is located in a personal network gateway, the other is that the apparatus is located in a personal network server; both solutions are described below, respectively.  

[0104] An apparatus for personal-network splitting is located in a personal network gateway, the apparatus including a splitting triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, and a post-splitting enrolling unit. Wherein, the splitting triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event. The gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting, including selecting the new personal network gateway after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting. The post-splitting enrolling unit is configured to enroll personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively.  

[0105] Here, the apparatus also includes a splitting responding unit configured to, when the personal-network splitting is triggered, cause the personal network gateway or a personal network device in the personal network that is triggered to initiate the splitting to send a personal network splitting request to another respective selected personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, and cause the another respective selected personal network gateway that receives the personal network splitting request to return to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the splitting a response indicating whether to agree to split, wherein when the triggering of the personal-network splitting is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each device to be involved in the splitting agrees to split.  

[0106] An apparatus for personal-network splitting is located in a personal network server, the apparatus including a splitting triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, a post-splitting enrolling unit, and a second registering unit. Wherein, the splitting triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event. The gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting, including selecting the new personal network gateway after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting. The post-splitting enrolling unit is configured to enroll personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively. The second
registering unit is configured to register the personal networks after the splitting on the personal network server.

[0107] Here, the second registering unit is further configured for registering, by a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, the personal network after the splitting on the personal network server; and for storing, by the personal network server, information on the personal network after the splitting.

[0108] Embodiments of the present disclosure are elaborated as follows.

A Specific Embodiment 1

[0109] User A has two personal networks simultaneously, namely a personal network 1 supporting a video service and a personal network 2 supporting a voice service, respectively.

[0110] The user A wishes to merge personal networks 1, 2 into one personal network to support a video call service; a schematic diagram of the networking is as shown in FIG. 4, and the flow includes:

[0111] b1, use A initiates a merging of the two personal networks into one new personal network. A triggered personal network gateway 1 sends a personal-network-merging request to a personal network gateway 2 of personal network 2 that is invited to merge; the personal network gateway 2 returns a response to the personal network gateway 1 to agree to merge.

[0112] b2, a new personal network gateway is selected for the merged personal network; the user A selects the personal network gateway 1 (supporting a 3G network) as the new personal network gateway after the merging according to a capability of each device in the two personal networks.

[0113] b3, a personal network device is enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0114] Here, a personal network device 1, a personal network device 2 and the personal network gateway 1 after the merging belong to the same personal network 1 before the merging, and the personal network gateway 1 is also the personal network gateway of the personal network 1 before the merging, therefore the personal network device 1 and the personal network device 2 already belong to the merged personal network and are spared from being re-enrolled in the merged personal network. However, a personal network device 3 needs to send the personal network gateway 1 after the merging a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network. The specific process is that: the personal network device 3 and the personal network gateway 1 first discover each other and establish a link with each other; the personal network device 3 sends the personal network gateway 1 a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0115] The personal network gateway 2 is converted into a personal network device and sends the personal network gateway 1 a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0116] b4, the merged personal network is registered on the personal network server.

[0117] Here, the personal network gateway 1 registers the merged personal network on the personal network server, and the personal network server stores information on the merged personal network.

A Specific Embodiment 2

[0118] User A has a personal network 1, user B has a personal network 2, and user C has a personal network 3.

[0119] The users A, B and C get together and wish to merge their personal networks into one new personal network to share content; a schematic diagram of the networking is as shown in FIG. 5, and the flow includes:

[0120] c1, use A initiates the merging of the three personal networks into one new personal network. A triggered personal network gateway 1 sends a personal-network-merging request to a personal network gateway 2 and a personal network gateway 3 that are invited to merge; personal network gateway 2 returns a response to the personal network gateway 1 to agree to merge; and personal network gateway 3 returns a response to the personal network gateway 1 to agree to merge.

[0121] c2, a new personal network gateway is selected for the merged personal network; a personal network server randomly selects the personal network gateway 2 as the new personal network gateway of the merged personal network.

[0122] c3, a personal network device is enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0123] Here, a personal network device 2, a personal network device 3 and the personal network gateway 2 after the merging belong to the same personal network 2 before the merging, and the personal network gateway 2 is also the personal network gateway of the personal network 2 before the merging, therefore the personal network device 2 and the personal network device 3 already belong to the merged personal network and are spared from being re-enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0124] Meanwhile, a personal network device 1 and a personal network device 4 need to send the personal network gateway 2 after the merging a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network. The specific process is that: the personal network device 1, the personal network device 4 and the personal network gateway 2 first discover each other and establish a link with each other; the personal network device 1 and the personal network device 4 send the personal network gateway 2 a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network, respectively.

[0125] The personal network gateway 1 is converted into a personal network device and sends the personal network gateway 2 a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network.

[0126] A personal network gateway 3 leaves the merged personal network.

[0127] c4, the merged personal network is registered on the personal network server.

[0128] Here, the personal network gateway 2 registers the merged personal network on the personal network server, and the personal network server stores information on the merged personal network.

A Specific Embodiment 3

[0129] There is a personal network 4 in a user A’s house, personal network 4 including a personal network gateway 4, a personal network device 5, a personal network device 6, a personal network device 7 and a personal network device 8. The user A wishes to split the personal network into two different personal networks, one being left at home and the other is carried out with user A; a schematic diagram of the networking is as shown in FIG. 6, and the flow includes:
d1, use A initiates a splitting of the personal network 4 into two different personal networks, namely one personal network formed by personal network gateway 4, personal network device 6, and personal network device 8, with the personal network gateway 4 as a new personal network gateway, and the other personal network formed by personal network device 7 and personal network device 5, with personal network device 7 as a new personal network gateway, respectively.

A new personal network gateway is selected for each of the two personal networks after the splitting.

Here, the specific process of selecting the new personal network gateways is that: the user A selects the personal network gateway 4 and the personal network device 7 as the new personal network gateways after the splitting; the triggered personal network gateway 4 sends a personal network splitting request to the new personal network gateway (the personal network device 7) of one of the personal networks after the splitting, the personal network device 7 returns a response to the personal network gateway 4 to indicate whether to agree to split; if the personal network device 7 is currently not in a personal network gateway state, then the state of the personal network device 7 is switched to a personal network gateway mode.

A personal network device is enrolled in a personal network after the splitting.

Here, the specific process of enrollment is that: the personal network device 6, the personal network device 8 and the personal network gateway 4 after the splitting belong to the same personal network before the splitting, and the personal network gateway 4 is also the personal network gateway of the personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device 6 and the personal network device 8 already belong to a personal network after the splitting and are spared from being re-enrolled in the personal network after the splitting; however, the personal network device 5 needs to send a new personal network gateway (the personal network device 7) of a personal network after the splitting a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.

Here, the specific process that the personal network device 5 sends the new personal network gateway (the personal network device 7) of a personal network after the splitting a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting is that: the personal network device 5 and the new personal network gateway (the personal network device 7) establish a link with each other; the personal network device 5 sends the new personal network gateway (the personal network device 7) a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.

Each of the personal networks after the splitting is registered on the personal network server.

Here, the personal network gateway 4 and the personal network device 7 (now being a new personal network gateway) register the personal networks after the splitting on the personal network server, and the personal network server stores information on the personal networks after the splitting.

What described are merely preferred embodiments of the present disclosure, and are not intended to limit the protection scope of the present disclosure.

A method for personal-network merging, comprising: triggering a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event; selecting a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging; enrolling a personal network device in the merged personal network; and registering the merged personal network on a personal network server.

The method according to claim 1, further comprising: after the triggering a personal-network merging, sending, by a personal network gateway or a personal network device in a personal network that is triggered to initiate the merging, a personal-network-merging request to a personal network gateway of another personal network to invite the another personal network to merge; returning, by the personal network gateway that receives the personal-network-merging request, to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the invitation a response indicating whether the another personal network agrees to merge, wherein when the triggering a personal-network merging is initiated by the user or the server, then by default each device to be involved in the merging agrees to merge.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the selecting a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network comprises:

when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device belong to a same personal network before the merging, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device already belongs to the merged personal network and is spared from being re-enrolled in the merged personal network; or

when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device don’t belong to a same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the merging a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the registering the merged personal network on a personal network server comprises:

registering, by the personal network gateway after the merging, the merged personal network on the personal network server; and storing, by the personal network server, information on the merged personal network.

An apparatus for personal-network merging located in a personal network gateway, the apparatus comprising a merging triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, and a post-merging enrolling unit, wherein the merging triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event; the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a merged personal net-
work from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging; and
the post-merging enrolling unit is configured to enroll a personal network device in the merged personal network.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising a merging responding unit configured to, when the personal-network merging is triggered, cause a personal network gateway or a personal network device in a personal network that is triggered to initiate the merging to send a personal-network-merging request to a respective personal network gateway of another personal network to invite the another personal network to merge, and cause the respective personal network gateway that receives the personal-network-merging request to return to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the merging a response indicating whether the other personal network agrees to merge, wherein
when the triggering of the personal-network merging is initiated by the user or the server, then by default, each device to be involved in the merging agrees to merge.

8. An apparatus for personal-network merging located in a personal network server, the apparatus comprising a merging triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, a post-merging enrolling unit, and a first registering unit, wherein
the merging triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network merging by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;
the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging;
the post-merging enrolling unit is configured to enroll a personal network device in the merged personal network; and
the first registering unit is configured to register the merged personal network on the personal network server.

9. A method for personal-network splitting, comprising:
triggering a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;
selecting a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting;
enrolling personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively; and
registering the personal networks after the splitting on a personal network server.

10. The method according to claim 9, further comprising:
after triggering a personal-network splitting,
sending, by the personal network gateway or a personal network device in the personal network that is triggered to initiate the splitting, a personal network splitting request to another respective selected personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting; returning, by the selected personal network gateway that receives the personal network splitting request, to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the splitting request a response indicating whether to agree to split, wherein
when the triggering of a personal-network splitting is initiated by the user or the server, then by default, each device to be involved in the splitting agrees to split.

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein the enrolling personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively comprises:
when a personal network device to be enrolled in a personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting belong to a same personal network before the splitting, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device already belongs to the personal network after the splitting and is spared from being re-enrolled in the personal network after the splitting; or
when a personal network device to be enrolled in a personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting don’t belong to a same personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the splitting a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.

12. The method according to claim 9, wherein the registering the personal networks after the splitting on a personal network server comprises:
registering, by a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, the personal network after the splitting on the personal network server; and
storing, by the personal network server, information on the personal network after the splitting.

13. An apparatus for personal-network splitting located in a personal network gateway, the apparatus comprising a splitting triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, and a post-splitting enrolling unit, wherein
the splitting triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;
the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting;
the post-splitting enrolling unit is configured to enroll personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively.

14. The apparatus according to claim 13, further comprising a splitting responding unit configured to, when the personal-network splitting is triggered, cause the personal network gateway or a personal network device in the personal network that is triggered to initiate the splitting to send a personal network splitting request to another respective selected personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, and cause the another respective selected personal network gateway that receives the personal network splitting request to return to the personal network gateway or the personal network device that initiates the splitting request a response indicating whether to agree to split, wherein when the triggering of the personal-network splitting is initiated by the user or the server, then by default, each device to be involved in the splitting agrees to split.

15. An apparatus for personal-network splitting located in a personal network server, the apparatus comprising a split-
ting triggering unit, a gateway selecting unit, a post-splitting enrolling unit, and a second registering unit, wherein
the splitting triggering unit is configured to trigger a personal-network splitting by a user, a server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event;
the gateway selecting unit is configured to select a new personal network gateway for a personal network after the splitting, including selecting the new personal network gateway after the splitting from all members of a personal network before the splitting;
the post-splitting enrolling unit is configured to enroll personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respectively; and
the second registering unit is configured to register the personal networks after the splitting on the personal network server.

16. The method according to claim 2, wherein the selecting a new personal network gateway for a merged personal network from all members of two or more personal networks before the merging is: selecting the new personal network gateway for the merged personal network from personal network gateways of the two or more personal networks before the merging.

17. The method according to claim 2, wherein the enrolling a personal network device in the merged personal network comprises:
when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device belong to a same personal network before the merging, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device already belongs to the merged personal network and is spared from being re-enrolled in the merged personal network; or
when the new personal network gateway after the merging and the personal network device don’t belong to a same personal network before the merging, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the merging a request for being enrolled in the merged personal network.

18. The method according to claim 2, wherein the registering the merged personal network on a personal network server comprises:
registering, by the new personal network gateway after the merging, the merged personal network on the personal network server; and storing, by the personal network server, information on the merged personal network.

19. The method according to claim 10, wherein the enrolling personal network devices in personal networks after the splitting, respective comprises:
when a personal network device to be enrolled in a personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting belong to a same personal network before the splitting, and the new personal network gateway is also the personal network gateway of the personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device already belongs to the personal network after the splitting and is spared from being re-enrolled in the personal network after the splitting; or
when a personal network device to be enrolled in a personal network after the splitting and the new personal network gateway of the personal network after the splitting don’t belong to a same personal network before the splitting, then the personal network device needs to send the new personal network gateway after the splitting a request for being enrolled in the personal network after the splitting.

20. The method according to claim 10, wherein the registering the personal networks after the splitting on a personal network server comprises:
registering, by a new personal network gateway of a personal network after the splitting, the personal network after the splitting on the personal network server; and storing, by the personal network server, information on the personal network after the splitting.
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